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THE INDO-IRANIAN ENDING

*-ãsas

AND

ITS

GERIÍANIC COGNATES

Indo-franian.
1. The nominative plural of the o-stems has in Sanskrit,
beside -ãs, also the ending -ãsas. The usual explanation of
this form is improbable, and I want to suggest a nelr solution to this problem.
The best descrlption is found in Wackernagel 1930'
100 f. In Sanskrit the endl-ng -ãsas occurs once against two
instances of -ãs in the Rigveda. Here the two endings occur
side by side, from which l{aekernagel concludes that -ãsas
was just a metrically convenient archaisn. In the Atharvaveda the ending is found only once against 24 instances of
the other ending. Thus, the form disappears quickly. (It is
found in Pali -ãse, cf. Mayrhofer 1941, 83; and in Prakrit
-ãho, -ãäu, Pischel 1900, 254' 258. I don't know whether
these survivals are learned archais¡ns or derive from
dialects where the form renained in use much longer).

The form has an lranian parallel. Avestan has
-ânhõ < *-ãsas. This form is found L2 times in the Gatha's,
against some 35 instances of the other ending (-ã)1. It is
always /-ahah/, wlth monosyllabic -ã-. It does not occur Ln
the Yasna Hapta4hãiti, according to the index in Narten
1986. The ending is also found ln Laùe Avestan; all forms
are discussed by Schmitt 1967., who thinks that -ånhã is the
'ahurl-c', as opposed to the 'daevic' and 'neutral' endj-ng.

In Old Persian the normal ending is -ã. IIr. *-ãsas is
found only in aniyâha bagãha 'the other gods' , DB ]]1 .
62 f. The expression may be of lledian origin.
it is for¡nd of aåur¿-, aæYra-, tríeíta-, hnoHa-, r¡iya', ñnfu-, Spîtan-, visq-, zevßtfa-.
I
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There can be no doubt, then, that there e¡as an rndoIranian ending *-ãsas.

2. The normal ending in Sanskrit was -ãs. This ending
agrees with the endj-ng in Gothic, Osco-Unbrian and Old
frÍsh (where ít became restricted to the vocative). The
last two languages poÍnt to *-õs. This ending is therefore
always posited for PIE, and it has been explained from o1der *-o-es. It is understandable that *-ãsas was explained
as flr. x-ãs with the consonantal Plural ending *-as
(PIE *-es) added to it. Thus it would be an Indo-Iranian
innovation. It has also been thought that the innovation
was of PIE date ( *-es being added to ¡'-õs)' We shall first
díscuss the idea that the form was of Indo-Iranian date.
It has been pointed out that repetition of an ending
3.
(or another morphological element) is not rare. Thus Greek
later éUéva ( Thumb
Ètté 'me' became later Ê¡rév,, and still
1959, 35 ) . Or Ê,Ué,o became È¡réoç in Doríc. From póoror Has
formed Hom. podréorovro Old High German had mãr-ir-o beside Goth . maíz-a - Germ. €:egessen replaces g:essen etc '
(Brugmann 1880, 70). However, these forms are no real parallels. The essential point is that in the examples given
the morpheme that was rePeated Þras no longer transparent,
so that it is quite understandable that the same (or
another) rnorpheme was added to produce a clear form. ëVé is
an unusual type of accusative, ÉUÉo an unusual genitive'
t3óoro was the only verb from the root þo-, so that there
sras no opposition to a verb form without this suffix, Goth'
maiaa was difficult to analyse, and so on. This was not the
case, however, with the ending *-ãs. The ending was well
distinguished from the other endings of the a-stems, and
well reeognizable as a nominative plura}. All these endings

had -s, and the form was no more difficult
ã-stems or -is of the Í-stems.

than -äs of the

might ask nhether at an earlier stage the situadifferent. For, as we know that *-ãsas was PII, $te
tion
must see what the situation was at that stage. This point
requires some discussíon.
One
was

It is generally assumed that -õs originated from PIE
*-o-es. However, PIE did not knoçr sequences of two vowels
(í.e. e's and o's), and it did have laryngeals. Therefore,
it is probable that, where we assumed sequences like -oefor PIE, we have to reconstruct -olle- instead. This means
that PIE did not have sequenees of pure vo¡¡els, and that a
laryngeal was automatj-cally inserted when a stem in -o and
an ending in e- were eombined. The only other instance
where we seem to have long vowels from contraction is in
the subjunctive of thematic verbs. However, it is not at
all certain that this subiunctÍve was of PIE date, and in
the one language where we can see this, Gatha-Avestan, il€
see that these subjunctives had a laryngeal between the vowels (type /baryaTantai/, Beekes 1988, 156). In the ease of
the dative singular -õi, a preform -olleÍ is directly indicated by the Greek circumflex accentuation, tyPe (urõ ¡ ês
the circumflex resulted from contraction of a disyllabie
form. If PIE would have had -õi, Greek would have had an
acute (as ín nergó ).
I conelude that *-ãs goes back to *-allas < *-olles. l{e
return now to the question whether a change of -õs or its
predecessor to -õses was probable. As long as -olles, -al[as
was disyllabic, addition of another -êsr -as is, of course'
quite improbable. The argument that -ãs of the o-stems nas
no more difficult than -ãs of the ã-stems was valid also in
PII, where the latter form was -al{as 1 'ehres..
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It has been supposed that the reason çrhy the ending
was enlarged was to differentiate it from the nominative
plural of the ã-stems, which s¡as also -ãs (Wackernagel
1930, 100). This seems improbable. It does hapPen that endings are ad.apted to their own paradigm, ê.€- the dative
plural of the n-stems in Greek, r¡here *-asi < *-nsi $7as replaced by -esi in ParadÍgms with --en, -en- ( notgtlv),and to
-osi in words wíth -õn, -on- ( ôal¡róv ). In this way a form
could be better adaPted to its Paradigm, and thus dífferentiated from endings in other paradigms. But the supPosed
addition of -as in our case is not of this type. Brugmann
(1880, 70) is right when he says that he would have expected that the form -ãsas originated in the ã-stems, to
avoid homonymy of the genitive singular rlith the nominative
and the accusative plural. The fact that -ãsas did not origÍnate in the ã-stems proves that differentiation 9¡as not
the origÍn of the form *-ãsas. An explanation must make it
clear why this form belonged only to the o-stems'
4.

5. Most scholars accept Meillets explanation of the form
(1896, 367). He thought that it is essential that the
a-stem inflection is in Part parallel to that of the í- and
u-stems; they formed their nominative and accusative singular in the same wâ¡zr and thus *-äsas will have been formed
after *-ayas and *-avas. He adds that "la généralisation de
eette finale tient en partie à son caractère disyllabique
(cf. dat. -ebhyas, Ioc. -eFu) et à sa clarté, " .¡' This remark is contradicted by the fact that *-ãsas Þ¡as given up,
and the ending -ãs retained. And if the existing form was
given up in spite of the supposed parallels, it is clear
that it cannot have been fotmed as a result of these parallels. The model in Meillet's explanation is far from clear
(for -as : -ãsas = -is 2 xt we need a Plural **-isas ), and
a motivation is not given at all (except the disyllabi-

cÍty). The explanation cannot be maintained. It seems to me
that it has been accepted for want of better; Wackernagel
(1930, 100) aceepts it with the lrords "Am wahrscheinlichsten Meillet
6. The conclusion from the foregoing is that no explanation of *-ãsas as an Indo-Iranian innovation has been
found. It has therefore been suggested that the form is of
PIE date. In this case it is assumed that PIE *-õses originated from addition of *-es to the ending *-õs (Thumb 1959,
35). In section 3 we have seen, hor.rever, that in PIE this
ending must have had the shape -oHes, which means that addition of -es was out of the question.
The ending was postulated for PIE because it was supposed that it could also be found in Germanic. We shall
diseuss the GermanÍc forms later. First e¡e shall look if
there is another explanation.

7. It must be stressed that *-ãsas is an archaism in all
fndo-Iranian languages. It' is of course possible that an
innovation is discontinued whereas the older form is retained, but in general this is less likely. And an IndoIranian archaism is almost the oldest thing we can find in
Indo-European.

A second observation is that the fact that *-ãsas does
not belong to the ã-stems (it is generally accepted that
the few instances of ã-stemÉ are secondary, and probably
Wackernagel 1930, 100), implies that when the
artificial;
form arose the nominatives of the a-stems and the ã-stems
were dj-fferent. We have seen, hor.¡ever, that both forms were
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-ãHas)

(i.e.

in PII.

identical
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-aHas; unless the o-stems

had

2.

of
If,then,*-ãsass¡ascreatedwhenthenominatives
the a- and ã-stems l¡ere different, we must go back to the
stage where they were -ol'es and -ehaes, i.e. to PIE.
Thus we are looking for a PIE, or an early Indo-Iranian, form that resulted in *-ãsas. It was an o-stem form,
the final part seems to be *-es, and there was an -s- in
between. then it comes to mind that *-oses would have given
*-ãsas in Indo-Irani-an. f think that this is indeed the
origin of the ending in question3.

In my Origins (Beekes 1985, 191 f. ) I defended the
theory that the nominative singular of the o-stems is identícal with the genitive of the hysterodynamic stems' This
becomes understandable if s¡e assume that the genitive (of
hysterodynamic = masculine,/feminine nouns) was used as an
ergative. I adduced arguments for ergativity in PIE (ibid.,
r72 ff . ).
The ergative/nominative -os started to develop its own

inflection. This s¡as facilitated by the existence of an
'ending' -om, which indicated that something belonged to
(the category of things indicated by) the word to which -om
sras added: *deiu-om ' ( something,/somebody ) divine, of gods
"
In the latter interpretation it functions as the genitive
plural ending, in the first as a (noninative/agcusative
2

for disyllabie -ãs in the ligveda, ht I don't erpect that a disyiiabic pronunciation
(neitrould have hen presened; there is m trace of disy ilabiciüy in the norinative Plural of the l*k¡s
-ãs
it
nhere
-ãsas
in
the
cases
for
to
read
have
her iu the [igveda nor in the Gatha's]. Per]nps re sirply

There

is

soæ evidence

h distllabic.)
In fact I did not auiye

could
3

aü

this

conclusion

in this ray. I

felt that the traditional explanation nas
for¡ in -(y)âlhõ I t-(i)oses it crossed ry

alnays

not æ¡vincing, and then, coring across the Åyestan co¡pæative
h the protofon of t-ãsas. - It ras Kortiandi rho convinced æ ùhat this nas indeed

ao¿ tU.t thiî rieht
the right solution.

singular) neuter. (Thus after Kortlandt 1978, 294; differently, and less convincing, Beekes 1985, 194). This means
that there was a neuter -om beside -os. This facilitated
the creation of an accusative singular (masculine) -om.
Ho¡¡ can one make a p1ural to -os4? One way was adding
-ês, which gave -os-es.
In its turn, the reconstructed form -oses no$¡ is a
strong confirmation of the view that the most successful of
I

night erpect that origimily there nas a¡ ergative plurai. As in ühe singular the genitive ras used, one
nould suppose that the genitive plural nas used as such. I see no indication rhatever that this nas indeed
ioprobabie that this ending
the case (i.e. thai -o¡ nas used æ such). Also the neaning of -oa mkes
(see
the
ablative ras used, nhich
sætion T). I suggest that instead
could have been used as an ergative

gne

it

Kortlandt (198{) reconstructed as r-ios.

ending -i foilorcd by the genitive/ablative
-oisu,
¡lhich is -o-j-su). ås this ablative rus reendi4 ¡s, {For ttris ending conpare the læative ending
prononi¡al
ending -i, I nonder nether the noriconstructed on the basis of pronouns, and as it contains ùhe
ual ending nas sinpiy -os, i.e. identical nith the singuiar. thÍs nould æan that there nas m separate plural ending for the abiative, i.e. for the ergative'
i add a fer suggestions here about fliitiie. If PII had an ablative ending -os nhich nas also used for ùhe
plural, one nonders nhether the [ittite gen.pl ending -¿s is a direct reflex of this ending. The llittite

This ending -jos

is

no doubt

-i-os, nith the prononinai plural

-ãsu or
ending is not nell erplained. (The flittite dai.-læ. -¿s is also unerpiained. The explanation fron
-oisu.
-osu
This ending
in Pi$' but
reiected. This o*tens did not have
-osu (e.g. lleu 19?9, tg3) r¿st

h

it

the other languages reshaped int¡ -osu, and for fiittite this is especially inprobable, as
there are hyond the noninative and the accusative singulæ no (certain insta¡ces of) o-sten endings rith
(old or analogica| -o- hfore the ending. 0nly for the ablative singular -az one assuæs t-o-ti. The onþ
other erplanation is tbat it derives fron -ãsu fron ùhe ã*te¡s (thus Pedersen 19{8, 33, rho suggested the

ras

uone

of

erpianation here discussed). Ilorever, ãrtens are not found in tittite, and though they nust have eristed in
is very i¡probable ühat a forn of tlnt category ras generalised in flitlite. [astly the
a¡ earlier stage,
-u ust lnve disappeared, rhich is not very probable either. I don't understa¡d nhy la¡nenhuber (1969, 305;
so lleu Lc.) calls the -u'funhtionslos': if ever, then here the -u is essential, as there are severai other
endings in -s ¡lith nhich -su nithout -u nouid have fallen together: the gen.sg., the no¡.pl., the acc.pl.,

it

-si, but ihis seers t¡ æ quite inprobable: all lanclearly an innovation. teconstructing -si hside -su for Pi[ (nhy trc
t-oti the -i seens io
endings?) rouid create uore difficulties than it' solves. It is irue ihat in -(a)z <
'exported'
to -u. the explanations of -¿s, then,
have been lost, hrü this is a probler nhieh should not be
the dat.p|. lleu suggests that the ending my have hen

guages

poiat

are in

all

t¡

-su, æd ûr. -si

is

respects iaprobable).

the ¿-sh¡s do noü sho¡¡ any trace of a sten in -a < -o
ouiside the noninative and aceusative singular (except the abt. -¿a). One nighl suppose that in [ittite the
o-steu never goù beyond the initial stage of -osr -o!, and that the (consonantai) endings did not replace
o*ten foros (¡hich ¡¡ouid h quite surprising in an Indo-European language), but nere siopiy added üo the
root. If this is true, it rouid be clear that fiittite left the fa¡ib uuch earlier than the other læguages.
tnless ali other o*ter fons rere independent innovations, a possibility rhich i nould not nholiy exciude.

I¿stly, I

nouid

like to

renarh

tlnt in Hitiiie
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36

the Indo-European inflections'
the single ending -os.

the o-stems, originated from

B. The present solution is only possible if we accept
that Brugmann's law operated with any consonant following
-o-. After the long struggle about the correetness of the
l-aw at aII, there was a long debate about its exact condj-tions. Many scholars believed that it worked only when a
resonant followed the -o- (the 'Kleinhans'sche Formulierune'). tubotsky convinced me that it operated before
any consonant. This is for example borne out by the causatives, which were studied. by Jamison (19S3; cf' Lubotskv ms
A). The form *-ãsas < *-oses decides the matter, I r¿ould
think. ([¡le do have the same forms in the accusative singuIar and the nominative plural of s-stems with o-vocalism,
like úgåsam, but here the long ã might be exPlained by anarogv)

.

9. We saw that the more common ending had the shape, not
-õs but -olfes. The question now arises, of course, what the
relation was between these two enditr€s, for a language does
not normally have two forms for the same function.
I think that *-oses is the older ending. It, is, I
would sây, a more primitive formation than -ol{es. The latter form, in fact, is a simple creation: add *-es to the
stem. This ending, thenr IIIâY have arisen independently in
the different languages. This is in fact what I am inclined
to believe. see also my remark on Hittite in n. 4.
Itmaybenotedinthiscontextthatthegenitiveplu_
ral got -o-om (i.e. -oHom) only in Indo-Iranian, Greek
Italic (Kortlandt L977, êsP. 295 f' )

and

Germanic.

10. Since Scherer 1868, 427 it has been supposed that Skt.
-ãsas has a parallel in Germanic. This question has been
the subject of ongoing debate ever since: it is rejected by
Campell 1959, 223 and Nielsen 1981, 103, but maintained by
Krogmann 1970, 203 (cf. 193) and Bammesberger 1984, 16.
review the problem here. The explanation presented here implies that *-oses e¡as of PIE date. So reflexes may be expected in other languages. (Guxmann L962 ff.,
L6Z f. e.g. rejects the idea that Germaníc continues this
form, because she thinks that it has been established that
-ãsas ¡¡as an Indo-Iranian innovation) .
The question is fairly complicated. We sha1l begin
with Old Frisian.
We may

11. (Old Frisian) The situation in Old Frisian Ís clear to
my mind. Here Þ¡e find an otherwise unexplained form in
-ar (rarely -er) beside frequent -a. The latter is the expected reflex of PIE *-õs, PGm. **õ2, of which -z disappeared, which is the normal development in West Germanic. Thus
the problem i-s where -ar originated.
Two explanations have been advanced. One is that the
-r F¡as taken from the neuter s-stems (as in Germ. Kínder);
thus Ohmann 1962. However, 9¡e ç¡ould expect in that case
that the ending spread first to the neuters (as happend in

German), but it is never found with neuter a-stems in OId
Frisian. The explanation cannot, therefore, be correctr âs
$ras

pointed out by Krogmann 1958, 104.

The other explanation is that of Hammerich 1937, 356,
who suggested that -a¡^ D¡as due to Nordic influence. There
are tr¡o objections to this view. One is that such an ending
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is not easily taken over from another language. This is in
my opj-nion sufficient to reiect the idea. The other obJection is that the earliest oecurrence of the form antedates
ühe Scandinavian influence; Krogmann 1958, 104. This makes
the exptanation impossible. lleiierine(1989) points out that
-ar had disappeared from the masculines and was limited to
the feminines in OId Norse in those areas that elere in contact with Frisian. (Meiiering further points out that -ar
¡ras at home originally in East Frisian, Emsingo).
Thus, the form can neither be explained as an innovation nor as a borrowing, as far as we can see. This makes
it probable that the form is o1d. If now an ending *-õses >
PGm. -oziz Ís assumed, develoPment to -ar is normal. This
explanatlon ís so straightforward that it must be correct.

posit *-oses, PGm, *-aziz, there arises
problem, which wiII be discussed in section L4. beLow-

h

f
t
I

!,

i
I

a

L2. (Gothic and Nordic) Gothic -os (with long -o-) can represent *-õses, but it cannot be derived from *-oses. (See
further 5 14.)
OId lcelandie -ar can be the direct development of
-õs, -és. The ending *-õses or *-oses, PGm. -oziz or
*-aziz, would have resulted in -ar. Thus, the Nordic ending
may be *-õs as well as *-oses or *-õses.
13. (O1d English and Old Saxon) The most enignatlc forms
are 0E -as and OS -os (-as). (The ending lives on in Dutch:
vogel-s 'birds' . jong'en-s 'boys' ) . As (unstressed) -õs,
PGm. -ó2, would have ]ost, its -z' the forms cannot continue
this form.
It would be simple to assume that the ending was
sùressed. If in that cãse -s remained, the problem would be
solved.

the following.
;,

t

Thus I folloç¡ Krogmann 1958 and 1970.
When we no$¡

There are, however, two objections. One objection is

I

Oxytone o-stems did occur in PIE, but as the nominative singular never shows -s < -ós, it is improbable t'hat
the oxytone forms played a role5. As we shall see, the second objection refutes this objection.
The other eonsideration, which would refute the explanation through a stressed ending, is that it has been supposed that final -s always became -z in Proto-Germanic.
This idea was presented by Hirt 1894, 527 f. It ltas accepted e.g. by Boer t924, 176 n. 4. Recently it was adopted by
Rosemarie Lühr (1984, 72 n. L22¡e. The question cannot be
diseussed here, but the assumption seems probable to me. If
the idea that (even) a stressed -s became -z is comect,
the endings in -s cannot, be explained from *-ós?.

I

As the explanation from stressed -á" =""t= impossible,
and as no other explanation has been founds, it has been
sugÉested that the forms in -s derive from *-õses. Mostly
it is not staùed how exactly the development would have
been, and as this is not evident, it must be discussed
here.
5

(if I uuderstand hi¡ corræüly)

that the place of the stress ¡as deternihad a different enued by the adjectiv¿, but that in ühe
(r-oj),
ding
so ih¿t here both accentuations of the nou ïere ¡aintained. I don't thint that this can be the
expla¡ation, hosever, as there is no reason to assure that the noun got its general barytone accentuation
Tan

fielien

1910 presented the idea

nuinative piural (of the o*üers) the adjective

6

frCI ùbe adjætive: on the eontrary, the adjective hd final stress rore often than the noun.
$le adds 'Zu dieser Frage honnte ich eine Dohuæntation von Il. [ich¡er einsehen...' - A fon tlnt, it see¡s
to æ, proves the assuæd developænt is 0[ !a ädv. 'rore' < tujs (hth. ¡ajs, Pi[ 'æh"-isl.ßurther I
rculd iike to point to the neat mst participle, Pfi -úós, nhich never has -s (outside 0othÍc); 0lc. -¡,
lffir. aero.
sened

The euding

ray have been talen fmr other o{tem, h¡t an original -s ¡ight nell have hen pre-

in this forr.
for¡s fror the accusative (pl.) i.e. frol -o¡s; the group -¿s nould have
æsulted in ¿ero in llest Gerunic, cf. [rale-lleÍd 1969, l2?. The idea has hen ab-

Prohosch 1938, 23t expiains these

given

-s.

ht

this

group

andoned.

I

Van

llijt

have

190?, ¿59

hen taken.

f.

suggests

that the -s is analogical, hrt

he

is

unable

to Índicate fro¡ nhere it

could
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easier: Frisian generalised the barytone form, *-õziz
Þ -ãl^, Old English and Old Saxon the oxytone form , *-=osiz

much

One !¡ay is to assume that the õ s¡as stressed ( e . g'
Möller 1880, 505). However, this ç¡ould require oxytone
forms, and it was argued that oxytone forms are improbable'
But see below.

Therefore it has been assumed that OE -â5' OS -os developed phonetically from (unstressed) PGm. -6ziz- It mav
have been the rare seguence z - z wlnLch was responsible for
the -s. I do not think that this is impossible. [^le must assume that first the vowel disappeared. (Note that Ít concerns the third syl-Iable. cf. e.g. olc. disyllabic stAinAR
beside (originally trisyllabic) -€lesüumR < *-miz' Cf' als<>
l¡¡cm.dat.pl. vativims, AfLi¡ns). we must assume that -zz tghen
resulted in -s. ThÍs development is Phonetically quite possible. This explanation is given by Mahlow 1879 , L28; Walde
1900 , L28 f. 133. (it later seems to have been neglected) '
In this context the Frisian form could best be explained by
assuming that -za became -z > -r.

But there is a simpler exPlanation. The exPlanation
through a stressed ending l¡as reiected because the nominative singular never shows -s. However, if Þ¡e accePt that
obiectíon
even a stressed -s became -z' this - usual
would no longer apply. We norr have tO reconsider the evidence for end-stressed o-stems. In Gothic ç¡e cannot distinguish between barytone and' oxytone forms, âs in both we
would get the -s $¡e find. In the other languages -z would
appear in both cases. so on the basi-s of the nominative
singular we cannot any longer see whether forms elere barytone or oxytone. [¡¡e are allowed, then, to assume that Germanic had both accentuations in the o-stems. This removes
the rather strange probl-em why only the barytone ones would
have been preserved. Thís means that we are allowed to reckon with both (unstressed) *-õses and (stressed) *-áses'
This makes the explanation of the forms we are discussing

>

OE

-ërs, OS -os.

tle conclude that the Old English and Old Saxon endings, like those of Old Frisian, probably continue a form
cog:nate with IIr. *-ãsas.
L4. The assumption of an orÍginal *-oses, however, gives a
serious problem for the vocalism of the three Germanic 1anguages. In Old Englísh a long õ gives ä in unstressed syl*
lable, whieh means that *-Úses > as is regular. A short
PGm. a, hoç¡ever, would have g;iven æ > e' as in the genitive
sj.ngular -es (older -æs) of the o-stems, from *-oso (Campbell 1959, L I; the rare instances of a (or o; Ídem 5 335)
do not seem to be a normal development).
In Old Frisian we would expect the same development,
i.e. *-err whereas we have -ar (and only rarely -êr', r¿hich
is the younger development).
In Old Saxon r¡e find -os (Iess often -as), which is
the normal development of -o-. An *a would have been retained (Holthausen 1900, 43 L24).
This means that all three instances point to *-õses,
not to *-oses. We must assume that *-oses was reshaped into
*-õses after *-õs. Or the regular development of *-os took
the -s or -r from the reflex of *-oses, which amounts to
the same thing
to survey the whole of the developments in
Germaníc. As all three reflexås of the longer form point to
-õ-, it is probabte that Proto-Germanic had changed *-õs,
*-oses into *-õs, *-õses. Both forms occured stressed and
unstressed, i.e. in barytone and oxytone words. The situation can be represented as follons:
[^¡e

now have
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PGm. a, hoç¡ever, would have g;iven æ > e' as in the genitive
sj.ngular -es (older -æs) of the o-stems, from *-oso (Campbell 1959, L I; the rare instances of a (or o; Ídem 5 335)
do not seem to be a normal development).
In Old Frisian we would expect the same development,
i.e. *-err whereas we have -ar (and only rarely -êr', r¿hich
is the younger development).
In Old Saxon r¡e find -os (Iess often -as), which is
the normal development of -o-. An *a would have been retained (Holthausen 1900, 43 L24).
This means that all three instances point to *-õses,
not to *-oses. We must assume that *-oses was reshaped into
*-õses after *-õs. Or the regular development of *-os took
the -s or -r from the reflex of *-oses, which amounts to
the same thing
to survey the whole of the developments in
Germaníc. As all three reflexås of the longer form point to
-õ-, it is probabte that Proto-Germanic had changed *-õs,
*-oses into *-õs, *-õses. Both forms occured stressed and
unstressed, i.e. in barytone and oxytone words. The situation can be represented as follons:
[^¡e

now have
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Göttin-

l{alde, A.: 1900, Die germ. Auslautgesetze, Halle a.S.
Wtjk, N. van: 190?, Germanisches. 1. Gern. ã in auslautenden Silben. ÍE 22, 259 f .

ller sich einigermaßen eingehend mit stidbairisch geprägtem Sprachinseldeutsch beschäftigt, macht sich unwillkürlich im Laufe der Ze|19 ein BiId, nenn auch ein sehr unvo}Iständiges, votl dem Sprachzustand der Menschen an dj-esem
südöstlichen Rande des deutschsprachigen Raumes in den
Jahrzehnten, die der Gründung der Außensiedlungen im Veneto
(ZimbrÍsch um ca. 1200), in Friau} und in Jugoslawien (ca.
ein Jahrhundert danach) unmittelbar vorausgin$enl.
Selbstverständlich ergibt ein Vergleich zwischen den
einaelnen Sprachinselmundarten und den Mundarten der verschiedenen aIs Ausgangsgebiete in Frage kommenden Teile des
südbairischen Sprachraumes weder räumlich noch zeitlich ein
einheitliches Gebildee. Räumlich hatten sich viele der heutigen einzelmundartlÍchen Merkmale damals schon herausdifferenziert oder waren im Entstehen, zeitlich waren gerade
die umwälzenden Diphthongierungen irn vokalischen Bereich,
die das Mittelhoehdeutsche vom Frühneuhoehdeutschen unterscheiden, im Gange bzw. gerade abgeschlossen- Hinzu kamen
regiCInaldeutsche, bairische oder südbairische Vokalveränderungen und einige ebenso auffallende Versehiebungen bzw.
Beharrsamkeiten i¡o Konsonantenbereich. Der Wortschatz, die
Morphologie, die Syntax, die Idiomatik und die Semantik waren in der fragliehen ZeitsPanne auf unserem Gebiet natürlich auch nicht weniger in Bewegung a]s sonst es kamen
Strömungen aus dem Norden und Westen, aber auch aus dem romanischen Süden.
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5, entstanden die ? ûeneindeu als "ainbrische" üuttergrändung
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